Saab 9-5 engine

The Saab is an executive car that was produced by the Swedish automobile maker Saab. The
first generation was introduced in for the model year , as the replacement to the Saab At the
time, the car represented a significant development for the manufacturer. In the United States,
the was introduced in the spring of , for the model year. On September 15, , the second
generation was presented at the Frankfurt Motor Show and production began in March
Production ceased in amid the liquidation of the manufacturer. Saab badged the model as the
Saab 9 5 , but consistently advertised it as the Saab , pronounced "nine five" rather than
"ninety-five". This model should not be confused with the Saab 95 , produced from to The first
generation was available with sedan and station wagon body styles. Aerodynamically, the
sedan's drag coefficient is 0. Introduced in , the wagon features innovations such as floor
tracks to secure cargo and a sliding load floor to make loading easier. The was the first
production vehicle to offer ventilated seats, as well as asymmetrical turbocharging in the case
of the 3. The total production , units, was narrowly beaten by its predecessor, the , of which ,
were built. This engine is available only with an automatic transmission, and cars with this
engine installed are distinguishable by their twin tailpipes. The B2x5 engines can suffer from oil
pickup issues caused by 'oil sludge' in the lubrication circuit. In , Saab issued a Workshop
Bulletin around this issue. Saab created retrofit kits for the earlier â€” cars as the PCV design
differs from the and later system. In , Saab extended the warranty on the B2x5 engine to eight
years and unlimited miles from new [9] for original owners, provided the owner could produce
proof that they had followed the manufacturer's oil change intervals. Saab recommended the
use of fully synthetic or synthetic-blend oil as a preventative measure. The is available with an
Aisin AW 4-speed LE automatic transmission Saab reference FA47; from until , when a new
Aisin AW unit replaced the dated four-speed automatic with a five-speed automatic. A
five-speed manual transmission is fitted as standard to the base models and the Aero.
Six-speed manual transmission was not offered in first-generation s. In , an updated version of
the 2. The engine was sold as 2. There was also a 2. It was also introduced in Australia. In , Saab
presented a E Concept, based on the turbo 2. This feature won technology and safety awards in
Australia, Denmark, and the United Kingdom. The Saab also was one of the first cars to have
extensive side-crash protection. The front seats featured torso airbags and head airbags even
on the earliest models, which few contemporary vehicles did in the late s. The basic structure
included a robust passenger safety cage , front and rear deformation zones , reinforced door
posts and pillars, as well as the "Pendulum B-Pillar", which combined high-strength low-alloy
steel at chest and head height with tailored blank steel at the floorpan, designed to direct the
crash forces down toward the floor. The design was proven by the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety IIHS to protect occupants in side crashes, even without the addition of curtain
airbags or rear side airbags. From , ESP electronic stability control was included as standard.
Another Saab feature, the " Night Panel ", permitted dousing of the instrument panel lighting,
except for essential information, for less distraction when driving at night. Once activated, only
essential information such as current speed is displayed except, for example, if the car requires
fuel or the engine overheats. In the United States OnStar was available, and provided as
standard equipment in selected 's from onward. While early models frequently had dash
mounted cassette decks, CD changers were standard features on many cars and in-dash
satellite navigation was also available. Factory-fitted phone kits were similarly optional. Many
models featured leather or part-leather upholstery and both front and rear heated seats were
also available. A few models were shipped with the optional ventilated seats. Cruise control was
available on various models and xenon headlamps were fitted as standard on high-end variants.
The performance Aero , the earliest versions of which were sometimes referred to as the HOT
Aero, was first released in with a 2. This flagship model had a long list of standard features, a
sport tuned suspension, and body side moldings. All Aero models from have an identical
engine layout and management system, with the models just having a slightly remapped
version of that ECU from factory. In addition, almost all standard features on the Aero were
standard on the 2. The was used as a liveried patrol vehicle, as well as undercover, in several
parts of its native Sweden, alongside the Volvo V Several police forces in the UK also used the
in their fleets, mostly in Aero specification. The city of Aspen, Colorado , used Saabs as patrol
cars from early s until , when they discontinued the in favor of the Volvo XC Full production
began in April , with the cars appearing in dealerships on June While several prototype vehicles
and a number of production SportCombis were manufactured, the official variant did not enter
serial production prior to Saab's bankruptcy in December , and the vehicles never reached
dealerships. Turbo4 models come with a turbocharged four-cylinder and features that included
power adjustable driver and passenger seats, leather upholstery, five-spoke alloy wheels, fog
lamps, and rain-sensing wipers. The Turbo4 Premium added a panoramic sunroof, headlamp
washers, Saab parking assistance, keyless entry and start, memory seats, and inch alloy

wheels, while the Turbo6 XWD was powered by a turbocharged six-cylinder engine and features
an all-wheel-drive system. UK equipment levels for the model year included the Vector SE and
Aero and both sedan and estate. In Australia the base trim Linear was not part of the line up,
only the Vector and Aero trims were available. Other countries also had an optional turbodiesel
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97x. Year Highly recommended. In many cases, rebuilt Saab Engines actually have better
reliability than used Saab Engines. They include upgraded Saab parts approved by the
manufacturer that replace original equipment that has been found faulty. As well as containing
upgraded Audi parts, our remanufactured Engines have been completely disassembled and
rebuilt and tested with new internal parts. Toll Free If you take care of your car and your Engine
blows, the problem isn't necessarily with the Engine. When there's not a better alternative,
having your engine rebuilt is a good way to go. Sharper Edge Engines is a family owned and
operated business. We used to have a huge business with many operators who, frankly were
uninformed. After closing the business for four years, Sharper Edge Engines returned with a
vengeance with the goal of treating every customer right and providing the best used and
Remanufactured Engines, used and Remanufactured transmissions and more. Now, the
company is run by a strong family and two dedicated family friends who know all about
engines, transmissions, and automobiles. Call Now The Saab 96 is an automobile manufactured
and marketed by Saab from to January , replacing the The 96 featured aerodynamic two-door
bodywork, four-passenger seating and at first a two-stroke, three-cylinder engine, later a
four-stroke V4. Compared with its predecessor, the Saab 93 , the 96 featured greater and more
easily accessible storage space and larger rear window. The front end was lengthened for
models, in preparation for a new engine, and the radiator was placed ahead of the engine ,
rather than above and behind, a leftover from the thermosiphon cooling days. Both front and
rear windows were enlarged slightly for models. The Saab 96 had a longitudinally mounted
engine layout. The additional power was obtained from a modified cylinder head and filled
crankshaft counterweights offering higher overall compression ratio. The same carburetor had
been used in the Monte Carlo and Sport models. A common throttle shaft minimized carburetor
synchronization problems. Saab's project to source a four-stroke engine was dubbed 'Operation
Kajsa'. The two-stroke option was offered until Mellde then went behind the back of Holm and
made contact with Marc Wallenberg , son of Marcus Wallenberg , Saab's major stockholder. The
coup succeeded and testing could begin. The B18 was the most reliable, but the Ford V4 was
not far behind and was significantly easier to fit into the engine bay of the The testing was done
in secrecy. Per Gillbrand took a leave of absence and said he was going to run his father's paint
shop. With five months to go before production only seven persons knew about the new engine.
To maintain secrecy they rented a house west of Kristinehamn. To keep purchases of V4
specific parts secret they started the company Maskinverktyg AB. The ordinary purchase
department at Saab was oblivious to what was going on, something that caused an incident
when Rune Ahlberg cancelled the orders for cables for the two-stroke engine and the purchase
department called the supplier and sharply told them to keep their deliveries. In the last week of
July, just before the summer holidays, information about the new engine was released to further
people and they were informed that full-scale production would start in four weeks. To keep
secrecy, 40 of the ordinary staff were told to report to work to fix a problem with the disc brakes.
Just prior to the official introduction, a journalist noticed a lorry loaded with 96s with V4
stickers on the front bumpers. Cars from the first year of production had engines with "Ford
Motor Company" stampings. In the US, the two-stroke engine was called the "Shrike" in and The

Saab 96 and its station wagon sibling, the Saab 95 , featured column mounted transmission
levers. The gearbox originally had three gears, the first unsynchronised. Later, a four-speed
option, with synchromesh on first gear, was offered and the three-speed was phased out. An
unusual feature of the Saab drivetrain was a ' freewheel ' overrunning clutch. This allowed the
transmission to run faster than the engine, such as when decelerating, or descending a long
hill. Although such freewheels had been provided in other cars before as an economy measure,
such as some early post-war Rovers and pre-war Chryslers , they were required in the Saab
because of the limited lubrication in the two-stroke engine. A petroil -lubricated two-stroke
requires lubrication according to its speed, but provides this lubrication according to the
amount of its throttle opening. Where the engine operates at high RPM and low throttle such as
when coasting down a long hill , the lubrication provided may be inadequate. With the
freewheel, a coasting engine could reduce its speed to idling, thus requiring only the small
lubrication available from the closed, coasting, throttle. In certain higher-performance models
and in later two-stroke models, direct injection of oil into the engine from a separate reservoir
allowed lubrication to be a function of engine RPM and rendered mixing of oil with gasoline
unnecessary. Freewheeling was retained in the four-stroke variant, until the end of production
and in the Saab 99 with the cc Triumph engine. A minor drawback to the freewheel, particularly
for drivers unfamiliar with the Saab, is that it makes engine braking unavailable although it
could be manually engaged or disengaged by a control in the foot-well. Fixed wheel
engagement, using the foot, could be difficult, as it involved pulling a 'T handle' intended for
manual operation. The front suspension used double wishbones and coil springs , while the
rear suspension was a trailing U-beam axle with coil springs. Telescopic dampers were used for
all four wheels. Up to model year models had drum brakes all around. Starting , with the coming
of the V4 engine, models were fitted with front disc brakes. The Saab 96 was driven most
famously by Erik Carlsson , in many international rallies. It was these successive, top-level
victories that put the Saab 96 'on the map' and established its reputation for reliability and
toughness. Carlsson also competed in the East African Safari Rally. The Saab 96 was
succeeded by the Saab 99 , introduced in , [13] and subsequently by the Saab , introduced in Its
place at the Uusikaupunki plant was taken over by the similar sized Talbot Horizon. The Saab 96
features on several postage stamps. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the Saab , see
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Commons has media related to Saab Compact car. Entry-level luxury car. Grand tourer. My very
first car was a Saab Bought sometime around the middle of July. Seemed like it was going to be
a good car. I noticed about a month after that the oil was sludging up a bit. So I had the oil
changed. Didn't seem to help much. One instance happened with the car stalling out. I was
coming up on a light when it suddenly turned to red. So I had to hit my brakes quite hard. The
car stalled out at the light. How scary that was. Thankfully i wasn't in the middle of the
intersection, just in the turning lane. It started back up after that though, I took it right home and
told my father, he said it was a "safety feature" that those cars had, which I didn't believe. I think
there was something more serious going on. The second incident happened about a week or so
later. I was going down a small hill, which was coming up on a red light at the end of it. I lightly
tapped the brakes to slow down. The car shut off! I was going about 30 mph, I could of rear
ended someone who was waiting at the light, since all of the power steering and stuff shut off, I
barely got the car to turn into a parking lot that was open next to the light, almost hitting a pole
pulling in the lot. Not sure what could of caused this exactly but I'm guessing the engine was
about to quit thanks to the oil sludging, which I find out is a pretty common problem in this car.
So many problems and expensive costs led up to the turbo blowing up. I had to sell it to the
mechanic for a loss. I'd trusted Carter Volkswagen Saab to take care of my routine maintenance,
along with a lot of other repairs. At 42K miles I brought the car to Carter for service and to repair
an oil leak. At this time they did not change the oil unbeknownst to me. The car was due for an
oil change. Carter drilled holes in the breather box and worked on the oil system. I expected
them to change the oil as it was time for service - I mentioned my request at the time. This
omission of service in effect voided my WarranTech extended warranty. I had all my service

done with Carter at every service interval just to avoid this very problem from ever occuring.
The service I got from their team was terrible. The service advisor, Dan Castro, took nearly 4
weeks to file a warranty claim. No reason was ever found as to why the engine died. If you have
a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: new engine 2 reports not sure 1
reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email
this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this problem yet. Be the first!
Find a good Saab mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A
free service from CarTalk. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. It was the last
Saab designed under GM management. It was the swan song of the former glory of the Swedish
automotive that was based on aviation technology. It was announced in September at the
Frankfurt Motor Show. The world economic crisis was on the rise and the future of the
European brands owned by General Motors was unclear. In January , Spyker bought the Saab
but the lack SAAB 1. SAAB 2. The version of SAAB is another facelifted version of the first
model introduced in and comes with a couple of new design elements as well as with new
engines. First of all, the Swedish company redesigned the front bumper in order to provide a
more modern and aggressive look. The re-shaped headlights and the new alloy wheels do the
same thing but what's more important is that t Saab introduced the in , and in it introduced the
first facelifted version, a much-needed modification due to the European pollution norms. In ,
Europe switched to Euro 3 pollution norms, and they lasted until January As a result, more
measures were applied to Saab's flagship model. From the outside, there were some minor
cosmetic changes to the car. There was a SAAB 3. The Saab represented Saab's replacement
for the model discontinued in The new model was produced in the same year, in two body
versions: wagon and sedan. The SAAB had a long 12 years life before being replaced by a
newer model. While both body versions were very spaciou All rights reserved. SAAB Over
Browse Car Specifications Saab 9 5 2. Show more Images Compare with another car. With a fuel
consumption of 9. This engine produces a maximum power of PS bhp - kW at rpm and a
maximum torque of Nm lb. The power is transmitted to the road by the front wheel drive FWD
with a 5 speed Manual gearbox. On the topic of chassis details responsible for road holding,
handling behavior and ride comfort, the 9 5 has Independent. Coil springs. For stopping power,
the 9 5 2. The 9 5 model is a car manufactured by Saab, sold new from year until , and available
after that as a used car. What engine is in Saab 9 5 2. The Saab 9 5 2. How many horsepower hp
does a Saab 9 5 2. How much does a Saab 9 5 2. What is the top speed of a Saab 9 5 2. No, the
Saab 9 5 2. Ford Mondeo 3 2. Porsche Carrera vs Saab 9 5 2. If you found an error in these
specifications. Latest Car Specs. View more. Latest Models. Acura Legend 1 Coupe. Acura
Legend 1 Sedan. Acura Integra 4-door. Acura Integra 3-door. Acura Integra 5-door. Acura NSX
Acura RLX Acura ILX Acura EL ES3. Acura EL MB4. Acura CL YA1. Acura CSX. Acura RDX
Acura MDX Acura MDX. Audi Avant type C3. The Saab has the potential to be the brand's savior,
and it needs to deliver. Vulnerable from its recent sale to Spyker Cars, the is the new company's
first new product and replaces a model that's served more than a decade without a major
update. Though it will be sold by Spyker Saab, the all-new Saab is very much a General Motors
product underneath riding on its former parent's Epsilon II architecture. While the gets an
all-new chassis, bodywork and interior, its engines are carried over from the smaller , as is its
Cross-Wheel Drive all-wheel drive system, although the adaptive suspension is new. The will
launch briefly as a model with the top-level Aero trim the only model available at launch. As
such, the first cars will only offer the V-6 engine, all-wheel drive and will be priced at the higher
end of their competitive set. Bodystyles: Sedan, WagonEngines: 2. The Saab is new from the
ground up, riding on a new chassis with all-new bodywork and interior. Engines and drivetrains
are carried over from the Saab , but are matched to a new adaptive suspension. Engines are
bio-fuel compatible. The exterior of the Saab is entirely new, but contains classic brand
elements including a three-hole nose, flat roof and elongated C-pillars, though all with a modern
twist. Big wheels and blacked-out pillars complete the modernist look. Like the exterior, the
Saab 's interior is all-new for Leather will be standard, along with automatic climate control and
a head-up display. Navigation, an upgraded stereo and adaptive cruise control will all be
optional. Saab's Night Panel featu. The Saab will launch with a 2. Both manual and automatic
six-speed transmissions will be available, along with optional adaptive suspension. Driver and
passenger front and side airbags are standard on the , along with full-length side curtain
airbags. Multiple electronic aids will be standard including Traction and Stability Control, Lane
Departure Warning and a head-up display. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair
Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to
bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. Aero Sedan. See All Specs. Saab Expert
Review motortrendauthor. Great styling Lots of features Great handling Emphasis on safety.

Top trim level only at launch Potentially unstable company Unproven quality and reliability
Pricey for the segment. All Model Years Worried about potential repair costs? An extended
warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles
with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Saab problems
occur, check out our car reliability stats. All years. Saab repairs by problem area. See TSBs and
recalls for the Saab Saab engine repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried
about potential repair costs? Chart based on repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs
made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance.
Diagnosed large evaporator leak. Thermostat stuck open. Replaced thermostat. Engine would
nearly conk out at stop lights or when idle. Dealer said the contacts were burning out. Fuel level
sensor replaced under powertrain warranty. Replaced the head gasket, machined parts for
better fit. Replaced other, related gaskets. Parts on order. Entirely preventative as OEM gasket
was still in place, but had minor leak. Hose replaced and new seal installed. Replaced throttle
body assembly and two hoses with valves in the PCV system attached to the throttle body
assembly. After replacing the PCV hoses and throttle body the car ran better, but as well as it
should. The direct injection cassette DIC was misfiring on one cylinder, replacing it resolved the
issue. Known issue with car. Plastic part in coolant system gives way. Actually the rubber
gasket gives out. Valve normally lasts from ,, kilometers. Coolant system had to be flushed as
well. Heat Control Valve was faulty and needed replacing. Cause MIL Several codes. Had to get
the car towed to the workshop and replaced the radiator. Replaced the PCV with an Aluminum
type and replaced hoses. Throttle body needed to be reset. Just replaced as part of preventive
maintenance. Ran like it had a tank of bad gas. Heavy throttle was awesome, but idled like it was
trying to save itself RPM bounces. Kept tripping the check engine light, would invalidate the
emissions test due in Dec. Replaced fuel pump. Sunroof assembly making noise when vehicle
goes over bumps. Replaced sunroof cassette. Dye on driver's seat peeling. Cured rough idle.
Removal of the throttle body for cleaning by me may have accelerated the splitting of the
already-deteriorated hose end. Throttle body replacement, unclear if it helped, vacuum leak?
Mechanic says there isn't one. Might try swapping ignition cassette for a known good one.
Center muffler was rotted out. A coolant hose feeding the heater started to leak. This is a
custom part that has a plastic tee and three ends. It is a factory only part and is expensive and
hard to get to. The SAAB specialist says it rarely fails. You can't really tell until you strip out a
lot of stuff. But two of four look fine. Two broken exhaust manifold studs were also replaced
while the head was off. The two studs at the extreme ends of the exhaust manifold tend to break
off at the interface between the manifold at the head. This is due to the difference in the thermal
expansion of the two parts, the head being aluminum and the manifold being ductile iron. The
exhaust manifold probably also gets much hotter as it isn't water cooled. These two studs are
made extra long with a tubular spacer under the nuts to improve their flexibility to resist this
distortion, but this is only partly effective. The car can operate quite nicely without them for a
long time as the remainder of the studs are enough to prevent an exhaust leak. That is until
another one breaks, which would cause a leak and need to be repaired. I intend to run this car to
about , km, so a reasonable level of repair is necessary. Note that this is my second and the
same thing happened to it at about the same distance but I never had it repaired. It is something
that will happen to virtually every car with this motor sometime after , km. Valve noise.
Prematurely worn rear tires. PCV valve replaced. Coolant leak at gasket repaired. Also replaced
timing belt proactively. Saab dealer inspection. Sensor error between SID and Sentronic
transmission computer. Declined the repair. I added some coolant and the problem hasn't
returned. October I recently bought an OEM Mitsubishi turbocharger and fitted it as both a
preventive measure,and as a tuning component.. Replaced radiator and driver's side cooling fan
which had a broken blade. New valve cover gaskets. Cut off the leak point and reattached hose.
Will consider replacing all cooling system hoses. A new hose has been ordered. Replaced
vacuum hose to turbo bypass valve, turbo bypass valve, and throttle body O ring. Mass Air flow
sensor replaced, crank position sensor replaced. Now runs like new! Got boost? Head gasket,
timing chain, balance shaft chains, chain guides, chain tensioner, and top engine mount were
replaced. She now runs real smooth, and powerful without any oil leaks! Sold the car to the
shop. They have an engine to replace it. Muffler was getting loud. Ordered aftermarket system
and had indie install. Replaced direct ignition module and induction cleaned the fuel system.
Thermostat was replaced and car runs normally. So far I paid for D. Belt tensioner and pulley
replaced. Drive belt replaced. Replaced crankshaft position sensor. Diagnosed high engine
knocking and replaced mass air flow meter. Warned to use only premium gas. Drained
transmission oil changed x2 drove short trips and changed again. Good mechanic figured out
that intercooler vacuum leak was cause. This fixed engine lurching under acceleration,
improved gear shift accuracy and eliminated extra engine noise and vibration. Replaced water

pump. Spliced in a short pipe and clamped it down to hold until spring when I can replace the
whole cat-back system. Thought they were causing MIL, but it came back on a few miles later.
Replaced turbo bypass valve, condition cleared, issue resolved. The car also could overheat
when driving in city traffic. The repair also included oil change and lubing the handbrake rear
drums. I am sorry. I am traveling and don't have the details but wanted to answer your survey.
Throttle body sensor. New throttle body was installed. Intercooler developed a crack in the
plastic side casing. Hissing noise, but no loss of power or driveability. All preventative
maintenance, and to eliminate wearing parts. Took about 40 minutes, and I had the CRC cleaner
on hand, so at no cost. Resulted in noticeably better engine performance and gas mileage. I
won't wait 14 years to clean the MAF again. Parts costs only. I installed, so cost is part only.
Worsened over next five months. Front mail seal, oil pump o-ring, oil pressure sensor. Last two
preventive. Erased this fault with new code reader and the fault did return upon restarting. Local
shop bought a short pipe section and bent it to fit avoiding expensive part purchase. An
annoying intermittent problem now apparently permanent, I have parted with this my last in a 48
year span of owning SAABs. I replaced it with VW SportsWagen. No symptoms on removed
unit. DIC system is on its way out. Bought OBD2 for my laptop to monitor car. Replaced DI and
plugs, problem eliminated. Only needed thermostat, but I requested replacement of CTS as well.
Replaced transmission mounts and main motor mount. Will have to bring back for last mount in
back. Appears the thermostat replaced just over one year ago has failed. DI cassette in car was
original. There is a leakage at the joint. This makes the car too noisy. I am not sure how much it
should cost. Not sure if it is catalytic converter, although check engine light was on even before
the muffler leakage. No sound, passed inspection, and car works smooth. Check engine light,
read OBD2 code as P vacuum leak , some small stuttering on acceleration. TBV would not hold
vacuum, probably ruptured diapragm. Replaced DIC and spark plugs. Reverted to original long
belt design after dealer converted to short belt design which bypassed one idler. Addressed an
NVH issue at idle. Found loose vacuum hose, replaced the hose. Needed to have the code reset
to extinguish the light. Car had to be towed to dealer. Car had to be towed. Eventually covered
in by Saab recall for this problem. Failure due to prior failure of DI cassette, which was covered
by Saab recall. This failure left us stranded during a driving vacation. Cost shown does not
include towing, hotel, meals or rental car charges also incurred. Replaced thermostat assembly,
intake manifold gasket, temperature sensor and coolant. Had been showing signs of wear blue
smoke at startup for almost a year. Replaced torsion rod links engine to frame. Will not be
repairing. Great car up until now. Commonly called PCV 6. Also replaced a vacuum hose. Dealer
downloaded updated software to ECM. Dealer kept car 10 days, cleaned fuel injectors. Dealer
kept car two week, determined the ECM Saab sent was defective. Replaced ECM. Changed both
and problem rectified. Took me about 2. Replaced spark plugs with SAAB specification. Misfire
codes returned after a week of driving. Further analysis indicates failing direct ignition cassette.
Replaced 2 vacuum hoses, good as new. Heater control valve and associated hoses replaced.
Power delivery gradually turned choppy. Started having problems starting. Main fuel computer
is dead. Unique to exact car - not just to model. Awaiting results. The vehicle wouldn't start. It
would turn over but that was it. I thought it was a fuel pump. It turned out to be a fuel computer
that governs entire fuel system. Mechanic hacked computer as it is specific to this exact car!
Timing chain also replaced. Headgasket re-torqued to manufacturer's specs. Not the whole
assembly. Hard to find a replacement for V6 3. Mechanic ordered turbo cartridge from the US.
The front 02 sensor is new, so the rear 02 sensor was disconnected so it wouldn't confuse the
front 02 sensor. Replaced head gasket. Fuel pump replaced. Seems to be a constant issue with
this car. Turbo failure and other problems. This finally eliminated the CEL. Installed new spark
plugs, and electrical grease. Replaced the Turbo bypass vacuum valve. Hoses changed. Code p
on scanner. Cleaned throttle body and replaced some vac. Reset CEL by pulling fuse 17 and car
is ok for now. Along the serpentine belt "route" a pulley bearing had gone bad. Pulley replaced.
Needed new gasket. Various oil leaks requiring replacement of several gaskets and valves. Box
was removed, resealed, and replaced with a new hose. Diagnosed as failed seals in the
turbocharger. Turbocharger was replaced with remanufactured unit. Originally thought it just
needed sparkplugs but it also needed the wiring mechanism changed. Replaced sensor. Also
replaced leaking oil pump seal and O-ring. After plugging in found performance much improved
and smoother. What is this box for.??? Cruise control hoses leaking and ears broken off of
switch. Oil sludge. Had to wait one day for replacement part before repair work was done.
Brought car to shop to determine it was the direct ignition cassette failing. I replaced the unit
myself. New flex pipe and muffler was added. Two hours shop time, inexpensive part. Noticed
during non-routine replacement of front pads and rotors. Bearings shot, not financially feasible
to rebuild lame GM degree V6. Going to replace car instead. Fuel pump needed to be replaced.
Shop's computer showed fuel mixture problem; maybe O2 sensor, but not sure. Reset warning

light, but it came on again after filling tank. Will drive until another symptom, then to dealer.
Replaced cylinder gaskets, oil found in cylinder. Replaced original fuel pump. Car started and
has been fine. Replaced it and all is good. Timing chain replaced. Driveability not affected, car
was throwing up check engine light. Fixed with new unit. Lower front engine mount went out
and tore the intercooler hose. Dealer replaced Idler, Pulley, Thermostat, and belt. Both were
replaced and the problem was solved. It leaked oil under pressure. The entire filler neck with
o-ring seal was replaced Replaced hose and bled system of air. Filled coolant. Checked oil and
found zero oil. Put in 3 quarts for an emergency measure and very shortly after on my way back
from Boston the car blew thick oil clouds out the tailpipe. Was told the engine was shot.
Decided not to fix it. Had it towed to the Saab dealer. Replaced an ignition part, the coil, I think.
Welded and repaired clamp. Ordered heater hose bypass kit to eliminate known issue. Replaced
with new thermostat. Replaced heater valve. Turbo replacement required. Dashboard no longer
resembles a Christmas tree thanks to experienced and patient Saab specialist. Diagnosed as
crank sensor which was replaced. Replaced portion of the exhaust. Replaced part and reset
error code. Have volvo for that. See TrueDelta's information for all Sedans and Wagons. See
TrueDelta's information for all Saab models. Saab Engine Problems See our lemon odds and
nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs.
Replaced purge valve. Check engine error code P - engine misfire caused engine surging. Fuel
level sensor began to fail. Head gasket leaking oil. Replaced Valve cover gasket. Slight oil leak
from pan was diagnosed as a bad pcv hose that increased pressure on oil pan seal.
Replacement of a leaky coolant hose and a new battery under warranty. Heater bypass valve
gave out at 75, Coolant bypass valve failed. Direct Ignition cassette DIC finally gave out after
almost , kns,. Coolant was leaking out. Radiator gave way and dump all the coolant on the road.
Check valve for the PCV system broke, and the hoses had a crack. Replaced crank position
sensor. Replaced exhaust mid-pipe and resonator. Needed an engine computer. Fuel pump
failed. Repaired leaking vacuum hose, back of throttle body. Exhaust system replaced. Installed
new engine mounts. Exhaust leak up front. Water pump replaced proactively. Warning light.
Coolant temp gauge was in the red but the engine was not overly hot. Turbocharger failed at
around km, replaced with a used one.. Plastic radiator end tank cracked on the driver's side.
Replacement of failed turbo compressor bypass valve with upgraded Forge Motorsport valve.
One of the hoses for the cooling system sprung a small leak by a clamp. The same heater core
hose that was cut shorter sprung another leak. Got code P These problem cropped within
weeks of each other. Head gasket was leaking oil. Number 2 rod bearing was spun. Replaced
crankshaft position sensor to troubleshoot rough idle that turned out in the end to be
incorrectly gapped spark plugs. Exhaust was rusting out. Coolant temp sensor, Thermostat. All
gaskets except oil pan gasket replaced due to leakage under warranty. CEL and rough idling.
Car not warming up properly, suspected a bad thermostat stuck in open position. Engine mount
and transmission mount replaced. Car was losing power and overrevving, very erratic. Ignition
barrel required cleaning and lubrication as it was not popping up when key removed. Exhaust
rotted out behind front silencer. Brittle old vacuum hoses replaced. CEL lit, code P Thermostat
needed replacement, when the engine temperature never got up to normal when the car was
driven. The engine light was on. Air Mass Meter faulty. P code from the throttle body. Replaced
failed heater bypass valve, rest of cooling system checked out OK,. Replace intake hose
beween intercooler and turbo Replace Hester valve. Replaced failing throttle body with rebuilt
unit. Noticed bluish smoke from exhaust on starting. Engine, transmission, and subframe
mounts. Noise from front of exhaust pipe. Engine light turns on frequently now with three
trouble codes. DI Cassette failed, was able to drive home though car sputtering. Drivetrain felt
"loose" and was clunking. Thermostat failed 12 yrs old. Exhaust rusted - replaced exhaust from
cat-back with an after-market stainless performance model. No heat, temperature gauge reads
low. Car shows problem in muffler. Replaced turbo bypass valve. Replaced accessory belt
tensioner, two idler pulleys and belt. Oil pressure sender failed - low pressure light did not
illuminate as it should have. CEL illuminated on dash, code showed turbocharger bypass valve
problem. Dealer reprogrammed computer under warranty in response to a no-start condition.
Dealer replaced coolant temperature sensor under warranty second warranty replacement.
Replaced 2 direct ignition DI cassettes. Dealer replaced catalytic converter under warranty, to
correct check engine light "on" condition. Thermostat failed first time for this repair. Rebuilt and
reinstalled turbocharger unit. Replaced timing belt and idler pulleys. Plastic tank on radiator
cracked. Oil clogged screen, piston rod knocking, possibly at main crankshaft bearing.
Turbo-bypass valve aka "Hooter" valve replaced. Wife took car to dealer because of intermittent
power loss. Took car back three days later with same loss of power issue. Took car back to
dealer yet again because of loss of power. Problem with heating gauge Computer lit fault codes
for cylinders 1,2,3,4 misfiring. Not affecting driving. Engine sputtered and malfunctioned, threw

codes p and p, MAP sensor. Engine would stutter and check-engine light flash. Mechanic
disassembled fuel injection system and cleaned injectors and rails. Vehicle exhibited a moaning
sound under moderate acceleration up hill. Replace DIC Direct ignition cassette , crankshaft
sensor, water pump, belt, pulley. Neutral Safety Switch failed causing intermittent but daily
inability to downshift to 1st gear after coming to a stop. Replaced direct ignition module. A
screw on the headgasket had worked itself loose over time resulting in loss of coolant. Had the
fuel pump replaced. Turbo died. Both front and rear 02 sensors are were generating engine
codes. O2 sensor replacement. Replaced the DIC with the third one. Retorque head bolts, head
leaked antifreeze in cylinder at cold start. No oil-antifreeze corruption. Check Engine Lite with
stalling and hard starts. Crank no start, fuel pump stopped working, jacked vehicle up in order
to whack the fuel tank there by getting the fuel pump going, had fuel pump replaced, working
fine now. Replaced one of the motor mounts. Radiator cracked and had to be replaced.
Automatic transmission mount, torque rod, and lower control bushings were bad. The PCV box
was leaking. Was experiencing blue smoke at cold startup. Replaced Direct Ignition cassette the Check Engine light was on, and I paid for diagnosis at my independent Saab mechanic; then
I bought the parts from the mechanic and replaced myself in time for bi-annual vehicle emission
test. The engine light went on. Heat sensitive crank position sensor caused car to break down.
Solved engine chk. Took off LH mudguard inner plastic lining and found un-plugged plug from
black box mounted between washer reservoir and mudguard. Oil leaking from oil pump seal
saturated serpentine belt and caused it to break. Ignition module failed, part had been replaced
within the last year, diagnosis and installation fee charged, part exchanged under warranty.
Frozen water pump pulley slammed into engine cover which cut the cover to leak oil, ruined
engine. Radiator hose cracked due to age. Check engine light turned on. Thermostat went out
and the temperature gauge almost went into the red. Hole in exhaust - flex pipe and muffler.
Blew the turbocharger on a trip. Oil filter adapter plate failed, causing oil leak. Oil pressure light
came on, flickering at idle. Engine light came on. Faulty Throttle Body V6. Check engine light
revealed cylinder misfire. Car wouldn't start, stalled. Exhaust pipe broke, new custom bent pipe
and Magnaflow muffler installed. Needed new direct ignition cassette according to trouble code.
Replace direct ignition cassette. Fuel pump went out, had dealer install new pump and
assembly. Idler Pulley blew up which caused the serpentine belt to snap. A Heater valve and
hose were leaking. Seal on oil filler neck required replacement. Vehicle leaking from lower
radiator hose. About a week after an oil change I noticed engine running hot. Car died on the
highway. The car wouldn't start. Front headgasket leaking coolant into cylinder 4. CBV blew out.
Car stared intermittently, finally died. Blow-off valve for turbocharger failed. Fuel tank pump
failure, no warning aside from two long cranks. Flexible portion of exhaust replaced by shade
tree mechanics If you can't find what you're looking for, try narrowing your search by using the
Vehicle Selector above. Simply set your year, make, model, and engine. We can even special
order your parts if they are not in stock. Note parts in this listing may not fit your selected
vehicle or you may have no vehicle selected. To be certain you are buying the correct parts for
your car please use the vehicle selector above to set your vehicle. In order to add an item to a
project you must be logged in. If you do not have an account please click the link below. Thank
you for taking the time to provide us with your suggestions for improving eEuroparts. If you
have any questions please contact us. Thank you for taking the time to let us know about an
issue with one of our listings. Want to narrow your results? We are processing a warranty
replacement order for you. Warranty replacement orders add a "hold" to your credit card in the
amount of the replacement order. This "hold" will only be completed into a charge in the event
that the warranty item is not returned to us within 1 week of receiving the replacement item or
the item is being returned for reasons other than the warranty issue stated. If you are using a
debit card for this order the "hold" will temporarily make the full amount of the funds
unavailable for your use. If you're using a debit card we suggest you switch to a credit card. Do
I have your authorization to proceed? Please select your T-Shirt size below. T-shirts may not
ship with your order. Please allow weeks for delivery This will not affect your orders shipment.
Contact eEuroparts. Select Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned
multiple car o
2006 volvo xc90 owners manual
acura tl 2012 manual
2000 chevrolet s10 blazer
ptions. This happens when the VIN lookup software we use does not return specific engine or
trim information. Click your engine or body trim option below:. VIN: Vehicle Name:. This item
requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to ensure that this part fits your vehicle. I agree to the
Special Order policy. Auto Trans Mount - Driver Side. Add to Cart. Engine Bracket. Engine

Mount - Front Lower. Engine Mount - Passenger Side. Engine Mount - Rear Manual Trans.
Manual Trans Mount - Driver Side. Manual Trans Mount - Lower. Rubber Mount. Subframe
Bushing - Front Forward and Rearward. Torque Arm Mount. Transmission Mount - Driver Side
Upper. Transmission Mount Bolt. Please Login In order to add an item to a project you must be
logged in. Share Link:. Thank you for your feedback. Log in here to share this part - Or Register an account below. Enter the name and email you would like to share this part with.
Your email has been sent. Select your vehicle below. Your shirt size has been selected!

